Welcome home

Complete coverage of UCF’s inaugural game in its Bright House — SEE OUR SPECIAL PAGE 10, SECTION A11
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TOURIST DESTINATION, NATION

Students stay a step ahead of higher tuition

STEPHANIE WILKEN

A meeting that student representatives from Florida universities held with Choate Cricket almost two weeks ago may have more weight in the coming weeks as the debate heats up. The Florida Student Association moved promptly on the issue of tuition increases yesterday; the Florida student government was considering giving students more input into the process. It is a tense time, given the amount of money is spent in light of the drastic budget problems that have caused large cuts in education spending.

The legislature has a special session scheduled for Oct. 3 to determine how deep Florida budget cuts will be and tuition increases will likely occur. The lawsuit to determine whether the Florida Legislature or the Florida Board of Governors will set tuition has gained steam as well, with the judge warning the litigation is "likely to run to the end of the year.

"Many are watching Florida," said Rick Massi, executive director of governmental relations for the Board of Governors. The FSA draws its members from the student government associations of each of the state’s 11 public universities.

Vice President Logan Berkowitz represented UCF in the meeting because President Brandon Hollinger was unable to attend.

"We’re dealing with way too much in the past [where] tuition increases do not go where [they’re needed]," Berkowitz said.

Crist, who was slow to gain support for his tuition increase proposals at the University of Florida, Florida State University and the University of South Florida, was again casting caution to the wind. Berkowitz said.

Massi said that if tuition increases are not being debated, Berkowitz said that if tuition increases are not being debated, Berkowitz said that if "[t]he first time..."
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Despite temperatures in the upper 90s, parking in the student arena was filling up and Harms made the decision to open up the grass through the student parking. The football tailgates at UCF were held and a few fans showed up at 7 a.m. to begin tailgating throughout the campus.

The Student Government Association held a tailgate, runoff and mentoring programs and 18 events scheduled for September. Events include: feeding for the homeless, just waterway cleanups, tutoring, with soda and free bottles and caught its police officers the chance to fill up at the food court of the mall.

"That's the way we do it," said Rick Massi, executive director of governmental relations for the Board of Governors. The FSA draws its members from the student government associations of each of the state’s 11 public universities.
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Get to know Jack

Kerouac anniversary inspires UCF exhibit

AMANDA WELLS
Freelance Writer

On Tuesday a student examined the photographs of a man whose boundless influence he has witnessed on opposite sides of the world.

Xiang Rin, a 25-year-old electrical engineering major from China, was admiring an exhibit honoring Jack Kerouac.

The UCF Library exhibit opened just after the 50th anniversary of the publication of Kerouac’s most famous work, On the Road.

“The Road is very famous among the Chinese middle class,” Rahul said. “They recognize the difference he has made in literature and society.”

The exhibit, which features Kerouac memorabilia and a calendar full of free events, will concentrate on Kerouac’s lesser-known life in Central Florida.

Kerouac lived on Clouser Avenue in the College Park area. He was living there when On the Road was published in 1957 and a rare review in The New York Times called him “King of the Beat Generation.” It was also in that house where he wrote the manuscript for another one of his famous books, The Dharma Bums, in 11 days.

Kerouac didn’t like the term, “King of the Beat Generation,” said Caroline Hinshaw, the exhibit’s organizer. The Beat Generation consisted of a group of writers during the ’50s and ’60s who pushed the boundaries of American society.

They wrote the type of books people would buy in Europe and sneak back into America, Hinshaw said.

She said that he began planning the event after meeting Bob Kealing at a Rotary Club meeting.

Kealing, a noted Kerouac expert, has written extensive work about Kerouac’s life in Central Florida.

On Wednesday for the Friday edition, the Kerouac exhibit will close out in the library’s central aisle.

The office of special events/A2 is drawing some of the attention it needs, said Bob Kealing, a noted Kerouac expert.

Kealing said the exhibit is drawing some of the attention he needs, but still does not have the amount of students he feels it should.

The students should be turned toward kids preschool aged 5.

SAIL presents annual learning fair

The Student Academic Resource Center will be hosting its annual learning fair Wednesday. The fair will run from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in Room 202 of the Student Union.

Organizers said they will be focusing on teaching students about all of the academic support services available at UCF. The fair will also feature free food, games and various workshops.
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To learn how we turn depraved vixens back into sweet debutantes, check out AxeVice.com
Florida Education Association, the statewide teachers union. Proponents hope it will do the same in the classroom and help attract and retain the best teachers. The old program, though, was so reviled by teachers and local school officials that the Legislature replaced it less than a year after it was adopted and before the first classroom test results came out. STAND was supposed to pay 5 percent bonuses to 25 percent of the state’s teachers based on standardized test results.

Bond set for 3 people accused of stabbing man who killed officer

MIAMI — A Miami-Dade judge set bond at $325,000 each for three of six accused of killing a law enforcement officer, said Joelle Hall, a jail spokesperson.

Police said Shanna Labront’s girlfriend, Delores Bello, and her boyfriend Lazaro Gonzalez, 24, were riding in a maroon Hyundai Sonata when the suspect, Eduardo Ulibarri, was being held on a $500,000 bond and was accompanied by an accessory to the fact of the third-degree murder of a law enforcement officer, Hall said.

--- END OF REPORT ---
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA

Graduate Programs In education

The M.A.T. program offers graduate education for those with a desire to become middle or high school teachers in the areas of mathematics, science or social science. Earn your degree in 15 months.

Reserve Your Seat (813) 258-7403• Fax (813) 259-5403

teach & serve

Be a Part of the Solution!

The University of Tampa · Graduate Studies
40 W. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, FL 33606-1490
Phone (813) 258-7403 • Fax (813) 259-5403
E-mail: ugadinfo@ult.edu · Web site: grad.ult.edu

SUMMARY OF EXCELLENCE

M.A.T. Program

The M.A.T. program is designed for classroom teachers who are committed to strengthening skills in literacy, writing, and teaching diverse learners. With flexible class schedules, the M.A.T. degree can be completed in 13 months.

Start Summer 2008.

Masters of Education In Teaching

The M.A.T. program offers graduate education for those with a desire to become middle or high school teachers in the areas of mathematics, science or social science. Earn your degree in 15 months.

Start Summer 2008.
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Music and dance with a Latin twist

SEAN BUTLER
Contributing Writer

The third Annual UCF Latin American Cultural Festival of Orlando kicked off with a full menu of colors and music Sept. 15.

The event, held in Room 301 of the Communication Building, featured musicians from the U.S. and Puerto Rico performing the "rumbon." The number is influenced by the rumba, but is different because it combines many classical instruments with Latin percussion instruments.

The musicians included Garcia herself on flute, Francisco Guzman on piano, Orlando Cotto on percussion, Richard Drexler on acoustic bass, Angel Martinez on guitar and Puerto Rican cuatro, Ignacio Aguerrevere, a 20-year-old business major, said that people in the Hispanic community are distinct because they "open [their] arms to outsiders, [they] maintain a light-touch way of support for each other ... and [the] inner motivation to strive to succeed."

The next festival is set to take place in the same room on Sunday at 3 p.m. and is called "La Rondalla de Orlando."

These events are part of Hispanic Heritage Month, which started Sept. 15 and ends Oct. 15.

For more information, visit http://www.cah.ucf.edu/lacfo/.

Happy Birthday!

Celebrating 220 years of the U.S. Constitution

UCF will observe Constitution Day on Monday, September 17, 2007

Find more information online at www.constitution.ucf.edu

University of Central Florida
Faculty want evaluations sooner

 doesn’t get his evaluation until late April.

I completed half of my nine-month work for the next year before I was told how I did it the previous year.

Discussing UFF’s proposal of Article 8 of the Collective Bargaining Handbook, dealing with appointment, UFF added a paragraph.

I want to ensure all new or continuing employees have a written agreement specifying the conversion of the employee’s salary from a calendar-year appointment to an annual appointment if such a change were to take place.

The academic year, as opposed to the calendar year, begins in the fall. Contingency occurs when the university uses both calendars for different purposes.

Also, if the appointment included a stipend, or salary supplement, the agreement should specify whether the stipend would change or be taken away.

“We’re just looking for clarification,” Gilliam said. “We just want them [employees] to be informed.”

Sheryl Anderes, associate general counsel for the BOT, said the UFF paragraph was “very clear.”

The BOT proposed in fifth proposal for Article 16, Disciplinary Action and Job Attendance, that concerns employees who are present for conferences including the section outlining who in an employee may be brought for discipline and review.

You have stricken a bunch of things we agreed on, and that concerns me,” Gilliam told the BOT.

The BOT said it was strict on those “because those were all things that had been added as part of the process for the hearing ‘Anderson,’ and I don’t have much of a problem involving the whole staff.”

Michael Johnson, associate dean of the College of Sciences and a BOT member, said salary was not a part of the proposal and thus could not be negotiated.

Articles 10 and 16 will be discussed further at the next meeting.

---

O.J. Simpson faces two counts of armed robbery

Ryan Nakashima

LAS VEGAS — O.J. Simpson was arrested Sunday and faces multiple felony charges in an alleged armed robbery of collectors involving the former football great's sports memorabilia, authorities said.

Prosecutors were planning to charge Simpson with two counts of robbery with use of a deadly weapon, conspiracy to commit robbery, burglary with a deadly weapon, two counts of assault with a deadly weapon and coercion, said Clark County District Attorney David Roger.

A arbitration on the most serious charge, robbery with use of a deadly weapon, could bring a sentence of up to 20 years for each count, he said.

“This is not a lot of time,” Roger said.

Simpson was being transferred to a detention center in downtown Las Vegas. Roger said he did not know whether Simpson would be able to post bail and be released Sunday.

“He was very cooperative, there were no issues,” Roger said.

At least one other person has been arrested and police said Friday that they were searching for four others in connection with the alleged robbery.

Simpson was booked in a room inside the Palace Station casino-hotel on Sunday morning and worked into Monday.

Police said two firearms, numerous weapons, valuable collectibles and thousands of dollars worth of valuable sports memorabilia were taken.

“O.J. doesn’t have much of a past,” said Roger.

“I met at a wedding cocktail party, accompanied by several men and a woman. I heard him say, ‘Get money,’ but I can’t say who they were,” Roger said.

Simpson had said Tuesday he never had a deal for Simpson to take the stand.

“I just became the story about O.J.,” he said.

The Blackshear Trophy winner, ex-NFL star and actor near Miami and has been a tabloid staple since his ex-wife, Nicole Brown Simpson, and her friend Ron Goldman, were killed in 1994.

“The police, since my trouble, have not worked out for me,” he said, adding that whatever he has called the police.

“I just have to get on with my life,” he said.

Police also recovered some clothing that the individual was wearing. It is not known who was involved in the case.

Simpson said police had a $100,000 bond for him.

Alfred Beardsley, one of the sports memorabilia collectors involved in the alleged robbery, said he was arrested for the murder.

“O.J. did not believe that anybody was roughed up, but there were firearms involved in the commission of the robbery,” Beardsley told The Associated Press.

Simpson’s arrest came just days after he was published in a legal publishing company and the popular front for the release of a book by Biby jumps.

It’s still the Gardens in the Killers! On Sun

---

UCF pleased with outcome

An event showcasing local musicians and speakers. Come and experience The One our generation has misunderstood. Explore the reality of a relationship, not a religion.
GOLDEN KNIGHTS GET ON TO THE FIELD!

STOP BY AND SEE HOW ON SEPTEMBER 19TH, 10:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.
Hit up the GMAC Team outside of the Student Union (Market Day)
for a shot at some great giveaways,
a chance to win a $1,000 scholarship and two ways to
enter for a chance to win a new set of wheels from GMAC.

GAME DAY EVENT -
September 23rd, 1:30 - 3:30 p.m.,
NW side of the Stadium,
(On Victory Way Drive)

GET YOUR GAME FACE ON
Show off your moves in the GMAC Bowl
Right Shirt Challenge by putting up in college
gridiron gear as fast as you can. Battle
crueful competition from your fellow students
for a chance to win a $1,000 scholarship.
Then you’ll have a chance to be drawn at
random to advance to the finals at the
GMAC Bowl in Mobile, AL for your shot to
win a 2008 Chevy Malibu! Only the first
450 students to sign up will have a run at
the scholarship. The winner must be present
so don’t forget to show up in the game
and register for your chance to win.

For Official Rules, prize descriptions, free
method of entry and odds disclosure, visit http://www.gmacbowl.com or the
GMAC pre-game area at a participating
MAC, WAC or C-USA football
game.

Sponsor: GMAC Financial
Services, 200 Renaissance
Center, Detroit, MI 48265.

© 2007 GMAC. All
Rights Reserved. GMAC
is a registered trademark.
The Chevrolet Emblem and
Chevy are registered
trademarks of the GM Corp.
© 2007 GMAC.
Students plan to keep voicing concerns to gov.

VUCF works with 200 orgs.

Learning Fair 2007

Getting your head into the LSAT, GRE or GMAT prep next year is a major commitment and a significant investment. You need to find a program that is right for your needs and will fit your budget. Kaplan Test Prep and Admissions can help you get the best value for your money by offering the only General LSAT, GRE, or GMAT prep program that guarantees your score improvement or your money back. Kaplan can help you increase your score by hundreds of points and get into the graduate and professional schools of your choice. Whether you are applying to business school, law school, medical school, or graduate schools in other fields, Kaplan can help you achieve your goals.

Offer Code: 1-800-KAP-TEST or kaptest.com

Get 2 free hours of private tutoring in September.

Get complete prep for the LSAT, GRE or GMAT plus two free hours of one-on-one tutoring to enhance your prep and maximize your score improvement. Enroll by September 30th (a $250 value)!

GRE Classes Begin 9/23, 10/22 and 11/17

GMAT Classes Begin 10/16, 11/5 and 12/6

For more information please call 1-866-789-2377 or visit www.kaptest.com.
UCF takes two of three in weekend tourney

With this, the UCF volleyball teams solidified in the fifth game of matches this season, it made sense that with a total of 20 lead changes in its fourth game of the match against George Mason, UCF would have taken it.

The Knights improved to 16-14, 23-30, 25-30, 30-28, and 16-14 behind a strong game from Erin Camp­

ZACH PARDES

UCF Men's and Women's Volleyball: Champions of the Sun Belt Conference!

UCF Men's Soccer team worked in a double overtime match at Mill Rose Soccer Complex in its Conference USA opener under afternoon.

UCF's Dustin McCarty gave the Knights 2-0 lead with a shot from the top of the box that beat Tiger goalkeeper Tyler Brown in the 36th minute of play.

The Knights held the lead until the 77th minute, when Memphis freshman Brian Burke scored the equalizer with a shot from 18 yards out. He was assisted by sophomores Randon Parrish and Justin Michael.

The Knights beat the Tigers 4-2-0, and the next game will be against the University of Memphis on Friday.

UCF's Cassie Rameker, in black, took the ball 1-3-2 in a 1-3 win over Mustangs on Sept. 8. It is the UCF's Big East Western Institutional, Enosburg scored 14 goals in three games. She also had three assists to record George Kings on Friday.

Women's Soccer: UCF's 14-2-2, 20-16-2

UCF Women's Soccer team went on a two-game winning streak over the weekend.
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The Knights have played four of their five games on the road since opening their season against South Florida on Aug. 21.

Unlike previous seasons, UCF has found some success on the road thus far, going 3-1 with big wins against defend­ering Big East champion Cincinnati and Loyola Mary­mount.

The Knights’ victories on the road have contributed to their No. 3 ranking in the National Soccer Coaches Association of America South Region poll. UCF will be on the road again for its next game, taking on Boston University (0-3-0) today at 7 p.m.

Next weekend, the Knights host the Col­lege of Charleston on Sept. 21, and challenge the Knights on Sept. 21, and the Knights on Sept. 28.

Win streak hits 3

**Note**

remaining.

Whistles, with five goals that season, has already sur­passed her total goals scored from last season. It was her first straight game with a goal. Two of her goals have been game-winners. The only match in which she has been held scoreless was when UCF was held score­less in its 1-0 loss to Penn State on Sept. 2.

Goldberger’s Jennifer Miles had four saves against six shots on goal. MSU had the edge in total shots, 16-13, but the Knights won both contests on Friday, giving them six wins out of their last seven matches.

“Our hard work in practice is really paying off, and it is great to see the results because everybody is really pushing each other so hard,” Brueggemann said.

UCF played Mississippi on Sunday, but results were not available before press time. A full recap will be available in Wednesday’s edi­tion of the Florida Sports News.

The Knights will return home Wednesday to begin a five-game home stand, in which they will face two teams from Florida, Miami and Florida State. After fac­ing Loyola College, the Knights will then play their first two Conference USA matches of the season when they face Marshall and East Carolina.

Knights stay on road, to play Boston today

**Note**

DuPree hit four and the Knights fell to the Bulls 3-0 (25-19, 25-19, 30-26), snapping their four-match winning streak.

Despite the loss, the Knights bounced back and won both contests on Friday, giving them six wins out of their last seven matches.

“Our performance on Thursday is really pushing each other so hard,” Brueggemann said.

UCF will open up Confer­ence USA play when it returns home for a match against Houston on Friday, giving them six wins out of their last seven matches.

“Our hard work in practice is really paying off, and it is great to see the results because everybody is really pushing each other so hard,” Brueggemann said.

UCF will open up Confer­ence USA play when it returns home for a match against Houston on Friday, giving them six wins out of their last seven matches.

“Tough and everyone is giving it their all in practice, and we are ready to transfer everything we have done so far into our conference play!” Brueggemann or said “I really think we can take anybody that we face if we play our game.”

Considering a Career in Occupational Therapy?

Occupational Therapy Night

Thursday, September 20, 2007

2:30pm Check in Program at 6:00pm

University of St. Augustine

8128 University Blvd.

St. Augustine, FL 32086

Join us for an informal meet & greet with the faculty and students of the University of St. Augustine. Tour our new state of the art facilities, view hands on demonstra­tions and learn about the vibrant growing profession of Occupational Therapy (OT). We would enjoy the opportunity to meet you and share with you the benefits of earning your Master of Occupational Therapy (MOT) Degree with us.

Please RSVP by calling 904-241-1927 or Register online at www.usa.edu
Central Florida Future

OUR HOUSE

'07 Home Opener

PAPA JOHN'S PROUDLY SUPPORTS THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA!

Now Serving Your Favorite Pizza on Campus!
Golden Knights Plaza 407-381-5500
By foot, by phone, or online www.papajohns.com We deliver!
Saturday was more than a football game — it was a piece of UCF history.
BRIGHT HOUSE FIRSTS

FIRST ATTENDANCE
45,622

FIRST FIELD GOAL
UCF's Michael Torres from 47 yards

FIRST TOUCHDOWN
UCF's Kevin Smith 2-yard rush

FIRST SACK
Texas' Colt McCoy by Keith Shologan

1. UCF running back Kevin Smith scores the first of his two touchdowns of the day as quarterback Kyle Israel celebrates.

2. Israel attempts a pass as the rain pours down on Bright House Networks Stadium. He went 9-for-26 for 134 yards and one touchdown.

3. UCF's baton twirlers perform Saturday outside the stadium.

4. Christina DeCarie, one of almost 12,000 people in the student section, cheers during the game.

5. Knights' fans deck themselves in cardboard armor in anticipation of Saturday's game.

6. Israeli attempts one of his 11 rushes. He rushed for 24 yards and one touchdown against Texas, but he also lost two fumbles, including one late in the game.

7. UCF fans storm into the stadium as the doors open. Total attendance was 45,622.
As the final seconds drained from the clock and the UCF Football team trod in to the locker room, every- one knew that it was a victory. For the next three games, they would be losing. But tonight, they would be victorious, 29-24.

Their lead was short-lived, however, as the Knights refused to let their lead slip away. The next two possessions would result in touchdowns, and the Knights would add a field goal to lead by 13. Despite the lead, the Knights still had to play a tough second half.

Defensively, the Knights were able to limit the Longhorns to only 17 points in the second half. On offense, the Knights were able to score three touchdowns and a field goal to lead the game 29-24.

The Knights' defense was able to hold the Longhorns scoreless for the second half, and the offense was able to put up 463 total yards, including 101 points. The Knights' quarterback, Kellen Moore, completed 24-of-36 passes for a mere 249 yards on the night.

Defensive end, Marcus Smith, led the Knights with two sacks and a forced fumble. Linebacker Derick Hunter also had a big night, recording two sacks and a forced fumble. The Knights' defensive line was able to put up 10 tackles for loss and two sacks.

Offensively, the Knights were able to put up 235 total yards, including 101 points. The Knights' quarterback, Kellen Moore, completed 24-of-36 passes for a mere 249 yards on the night.

The next play would result in another touchdown, and the Knights would add another field goal to lead by 13. Despite the lead, the Knights still had to play a tough second half.
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This was my first college football game, and the atmosphere on campus and in the stadium proved one thing — there is nothing like college football.

Twelve hours before kickoff, Knights fans could be seen outside the stadium setting up their tents and grills for the morning's tailgate.

From music and food to body paint, this university was prepared for the game. ESPNU cameras roamed around campus. Although it was a home opener, it had the atmosphere of a bowl game and as sea of black and gold began to fill in the stadium, the electricity began to grow.

Chants of "UCF" rang through the stands. The sound of keys clanging could be heard as Texas lined up for the kickoff. The wait was finally over.

When UCF scored its first touchdown on a Kyle Smith 2-yard run, giving UCF a 3-0 lead, fans erupted in cheers. Still, chants of "UCF" could be heard.

Fifteen minutes later, Texas came in to tie the game. Despite falling 35-32 to the No. 6 team in the nation.

Despite the loss, the UCF fans did everything they could. Some even went to the locker room to find out which Kyle is for Texas.

A cohesive offensive line opened holes for Smith anytime the defense began to get too lucky.

The Knights' fan base is continuing.

The Knights were not outweighed or outcoached, they just came up short.

The game ended and seeing UCF Director of Athletics Keith Byrnes raise was chilling.

The team was up 10-6 at halftime, but allowed UCF to score a touchdown at the end of the half. That isn't the case here.

The fans stayed and continued to cheer. They were tailgating right Saturday. They were tailgating right Saturday.

What if this game were different? What if this game were better?

There wasn't a moral victory.

There is no win for them here.

The Longhorns were up 10-6 at halftime, but allowed UCF to score a touchdown at the end of the half.

The last thing the fans wanted to hear was that the Knights away.

Yet, UCF couldn't hold the lead and lost 35-32.

June 23-34 to the third quarter, and then another at the start of the fourth, and suddenly they were down to the Knights 24-13 with 15 minutes to play.

The Longhorns rarely looked like the No. 6 team in the nation.

They led 20 at the half, but allowed UCF to score a touchdown early in the third quarter and then another at the start of the fourth, and suddenly they were down to the Knights 24-13 with 15 minutes to play.
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The biggest event in UCF sports history certainly did not go as planned for the Knights, turnovers, big plays and a lightning delay.

On national television, the UCF-Florida State game opened their new Bright House to more than 45,000 fans

UCF's defensive secondary limited the top-ranked Seminoles offense. Running back Kevin Smith did all he could to help the Knights come away with what would have been an amazing, pro-
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* Turnovers ruin win bid, fans are still happy

BRIAN MURPHY

The biggest event in UCF sports history certainly did not go as planned for the Knights, turnovers, big plays and a lightning delay.

On national television, the UCF-Florida State game opened their new Bright House to more than 45,000 fans.

"We threw it to Rocky Ross on the next play and he gained just 15 yards on the sideline on the next play and right after that we had 15 first downs, he declared. The Knights led the Longhorns by 15-0, but the play was nullified by a penalty.

"I wish I could have guarded him more," Burnett said about Sweed. "I hate that he got his hands on it. But there were no calls that we could

The lights went out over UCF's secondary in the first half.

"But their performance was key for the Longhorns. They had to

They capitalized on UCF's mistakes.

One first down was gained on UCF's own 2-yard line, but then Burnett fumbled, and Smith ran for 60 yards. The Longhorns were penalized for roughing on the punt return.

The lights went out over UCF's secondary in the first half.

The true freshman Baldwin held his own against the Longhorns.

Longhorn offense. Running backs like Darin Baldwin, Emery Allen and

The true freshman Baldwin held his own against the Longhorns.

The Knights had many more pass attempts, but they lacked of tackling led to a loss.

"That bad haul showed up in the second half of the game,

Hoozah! The Knights had a chance to win, but two first downs it was over.

The win was over for the Knights, but in the hearts of the fans.

"I'm going to take what they gave us. And in the fourth quarter, the Knights were able to come away with what would have been an amazing, pro-

The win was over for the Knights, but in the hearts of the fans.

"I'm going to take what they gave us. And in the fourth quarter, the Knights were able to come away with what would have been an amazing, pro-

Two first downs were made in the last half of the game.

The Knights' secondary stepped up against the Longhorns. The defense was able to stop the Knights.

The Longhorns led the Knights for the first time in the final minutes.

The true freshman Baldwin held his own against the Longhorns.

"I'm going to take what they gave us. And in the fourth quarter, the Knights were able to come away with what would have been an amazing, pro-

The huge win was finally over for the Knights.
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The huge win was finally over for the Knights.
UCF students, professionals, get their game on

RICHARD HILBARD

UCF students had the chance to meet and play with other student gamers, win prizes and get free food at Knight 4 Gamers on Friday. The event, which was sponsored by the UCF Com­puter Science and UCF Rep­resentatives, provided stu­dents with four hours from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. to play to their heart's content on state-of-the-art equipment.

Students were able to com­pete in multiple tournaments and also play casually with other student gamers in popu­lar titles such as Halo 4, Gears of War, Gears of War 2, NCAA Football 10, NCAA Basketball 2007 and Madden NFL 10.

"We brought XBoxes through Dell and worked in conjunction with the "We're Rated E for Everyone," Dell major computers supporting UCF," said that the event was "part of an ongoing attempt to keep the hold-in the middle of the student body," said that Knight 4 Gamers was a chance for UCF students to socialize and meet other UCF gamers.

The UCF Computer Science and Dell provided more than eight XBox 360s, each with their own LCD monitor, two Nintendo Wiis hooked up to play online PC games on pre­stige gaming systems.

Students who attended the event were able to choose from raffle prizes such as a 24-inch LCD monitor, a PlaySta­tion 3, a new Dell laptop and other small peripherals such as keyboards and web-cams. And aside from all of these extras, there were some stu­dents who came just for the thrill of the game and a chance to compete for top bagging rights with other UCF stu­dents.

Shadon Jacobson, a busi­ness junior and member of UCF's PC gaming club, LAN Knights, said that he expected to be out at the event and to have the chance to play Counter-Strike: Source with other students. Counter-Strike: Source is an online, multiplayer, tactical first-per­son shooter game in which the player is part of a team that must defeat an opposing team using tactical strategies.

Jacobson said that he was excited to play other gamers along with his team, the Knights, which includes seven students and two UCF gradu­ate students.

Counsellors are planning on starting to do local competitions.

Clara Lemley, president and founder of Team Pandemic, a professional gaming team, said that gaming is getting big.

"Kids are not just playing pickup baseball games. They're playing pickup video games," he said.

"We are interested in pro­moting the growth of profes­sional gaming," Lemley said.

He said that the event also helps to banish misconcep­tions that non-gamers might have toward people who play video games, and that it will help attract more people to gaming.

"It's not about sitting in your mom's basement. It's not about normal people, you know," Lemley said. "They're the same crowd you'll see at a football game."

Courtney Bell, a bishop senior, said that when she heard about the event she decided and thought it sound fun. Bell, who was waiting in line to play Guitar Hero II equipped with her own guitar from home, said that more girls are beginning to play than ever before.

"We're finally realizing that games aren't just for furry," she said.

Nick Rose, a UCF campus Dell representative and the event's coordinator, said that this was the first time UCF held a Knight 4 Gamers and that the group slightly under­estimated the turnout it would get from UCF students.

Rose said, based on this year's event, that he hopes they can have more complete and equipment next year because many students were left waiting long periods of time during tournament elimina­tion rounds.

"This is our first try, a shot­gun," Rose said. "We're try­ing to target both hardcore and casual gamers."

He said that for next year, instead of just four hours, he hopes the UCF and Dell rep­resentatives will make it an all­day event dedicated to the pursuit of gaming.

Free stuff, tunes at SGA pep rally at Memory Mall

LAWRENCE CALDARELLI

A plethora of gold-and­black-clad Knights fans from UCF and the Central Florida community gathered around the Memory Mall for a pep rally on Saturday.

By Saturday afternoon, Businesses in the Student Store, all geared up for hard partying around the campus.

This central tailgating location also enticed Texas fans sporting orange-and-white apparel.

"I'm Markovich, the director of Knightro, was spinning tunes with UCF colors on his head and face. "I asked us to DJ tonight," he said. "A lot of people came out, I saw a lot of black and gold, and I saw more school spirit than I've seen in four years.' He felt so proud of his school, he said.

Marlon Fuentes, a UCF student, arrived minutes after the event started, with his team, the Black Knightro Industries, came out to the Student Bookstore.

"We're excited," said Vincent. "I want to see the Knights' first home game at Bright House Net­work Stadium." The event's coordinator, said that this was the first time UCF held a Knight 4 Gamers and that the group slightly under­estimated the turnout it would get from UCF students.

Rose said, based on this year's event, that he hopes they can have more complete and equipment next year because many students were left waiting long periods of time during tournament elimina­tion rounds.

"This is our first try, a shot­gun," Rose said. "We're try­ing to target both hardcore and casual gamers."

He said that for next year, instead of just four hours, he hopes the UCF and Dell rep­resentatives will make it an all­day event dedicated to the pursuit of gaming.

For the first time in the uni­versity's 48-year history, the campus was open to tailgaters Saturday.

"This is my first tailgating experience, but I was interested in pro­moting the growth of profes­sional gaming," Lemley said.

"We're finally realizing that games aren't just for furry," she said.

Nick Rose, a UCF campus Dell representative and the event's coordinator, said that this was the first time UCF held a Knight 4 Gamers and that the group slightly under­estimated the turnout it would get from UCF students.

Rose said, based on this year's event, that he hopes they can have more complete and equipment next year because many students were left waiting long periods of time during tournament elimina­tion rounds.

"This is our first try, a shot­gun," Rose said. "We're try­ing to target both hardcore and casual gamers."

He said that for next year, instead of just four hours, he hopes the UCF and Dell rep­resentatives will make it an all­day event dedicated to the pursuit of gaming.

"Being a student at UCF, you have to target both hardcore and casual gamers."

As kickoff approached, tailgaters were met with an afternoon downpour. Students, such as senior digital media major Andres Garcia, moved to the Student Union to watch the pre-game events on a 20-foot-tall projector screen.

"This is my first tailgating, and I have never seen so many people. I haven't seen so much tailgating," Garcia said.

He said that the tailgaters are spread all over the campus, in the stadium that they could call home.

Students in the Student Bookstore were all geared up for hard partying around the campus.

This central tailgating location also enti­cized Texas fans sporting orange-and-white apparel.
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As kickoff approached, tailgaters were met with an afternoon downpour. Students, such as senior digital media major Andres Garcia, moved to the Student Union to watch the pre-game events on a 20-foot-tall projector screen.

"This is my first tailgating, and I have never seen so many people. I haven't seen so much tailgating," Garcia said.

He said that the tailgaters are spread all over the campus, in the stadium that they could call home.

Students in the Student Bookstore were all geared up for hard partying around the campus.

"I think the kids are good this year," Kivrin said. "and we like Mardi Gras too," he said.
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BRAND NEW
STUDENT LIVING

SAVE
YOUR PLACE!
We still have a few
spots left at the newest
place in town!

JEFFERSON VILLAGE

Experience

designer leather furniture
washers & dryers
covered parking
close to campus
modern black appliances
large walk in closets
individual leases

LIVE IT

up

up

extreme game room
sand volleyball
half court basketball
resort-style pool
state-of-the-art fitness facility
stand up tanning

PLAY IT

up

up

CHECK IT

12700 Orrington St
Orlando, FL 32826
407-277-3422
JEFFERSONVILLAGEUCF.COM

POWER IT

VILLAGE LIFE

WI-FI throughout
Brighthouse cable w/ 8 HBO channels
fully equipped business center
multiple phone lines
overnight patrol service
Gameday increases recycling efforts

Kempink watched with a smile on her face as a plane from the front of the New Arena on Saturday. In 1972, Kempink put a sign-up sheet in the multipurpose room to form one of the university’s first in-house bands, said he. It was by no means a marching band, but the group of about 50 people played for the basketball and football games.

When I look at these guys and I used to absolutely adore them,” Kempink said. “It goes from what they’ve been back to... to what they have now, that’s just tremendous.”

Beta Theta Pi Fraternity Chapter President Jason Holt said he couldn’t wait to watch the band perform in the new Stadium.

“I think they’re awesome,” Holt said. “They lead all the songs, and it really adds to the spirit.”

Campus heating and Natural Resources worked hard to maintain the enthusiasm, he said.

This isn’t the first band in the state they’ve climbed.

We answered with our roar as instruments were pumped high into the air.

The sound of thunder mixed with the roar as instruments were pumped high into the air.

They were the UCF Marching Knights, and they prove themselves in their ability to bring fans to the games. The brand new band of drummers and tubas.

They are the 300 Marching Knights double the number of the program’s beginning in 2008, when the band had so little money it performed its first show in baseball caps and T-shirts, according to the band’s website.

UCF alumni Robin

“Tuneful for future.”

Wormwood enlisted the help of SGA and club members are all sorted and sent off, a clean. He is also a part of Campus Crusade for Christ, and that for next Saturday but that for next weekend.

“Wormwood and his team at The Plant and Landscaping and Natural Resources will be there to assist everyone,” said Wormwood.

“We bought cardboard boxes,” said mutual director Ron Wormwood, “and the team at The Plant and Landscaping and Natural Resources were there to help everyone.”

“We’re trying to maximize effort by being cost efficient,” said Wormwood.

“Since God created the environment, it’s very important to protect it, and we’re out here helping any way we can,” said David Propst, a junior member from Campus Crusade for Christ.

Volunteers distributed trash and recycling bags to tailgaters.

Wormwood said workers would spend the majority of today and Tuesday sorting through everything to make sure the trash and recyclables were separated. It’s expected that about 15,000 pounds of recyclable materials will be collected by them.

By promoting recycling at every home game, Wormwood hopes the campus will start a new tradition with UCF fans.

“We look at it as an opportunity to show our support for the whole campus today,” Wormwood said.

The Physical Plant put together a sign-up sheet in front of the New Arena on Thursday.

The Physical Plant put together a sign-up sheet in front of the New Arena on Thursday.

That night, they’ll start performing three times a week.

Once classes begin, they

“We’re泵ned high into the air.

During the spring, they practiced three times a week.

As football fans cheered on the Knights Saturday in the new Stadium, the Physical Plant tucked in its first recy-

Members of the band marched under sunny clouds Thursday.

Wormwood’s formation and never losing sight, they practiced with perspiration, waving their hands in his arms alight through throngs of fans coming from his fingertips.

Up, down, left, right, up... Bat ton tossed toward the sky as flashes of lightning flickered among the clouds. The sound of thunder mixed with the roar as instruments were pumped high into the air.

“Since God created the environment, it’s very important to protect it, and we’re out here helping any way we can,” said David Propst, a junior member from Campus Crusade for Christ.

Volunteers distributed trash and recycling bags to tailgaters.

Wormwood said.
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It's Time To Trade Keys!

We're looking for quality Pre-owned Vehicles. You may be able to trade your current vehicle and lower your payments!

96 HOUR EVENT

SELECTION • VALUE • SERVICE

PUSH IT, PULL IT, TOW IT

$3,000**

ANY OLD TRADE

HYUNDAI

Award-Winning Hyundai Quality Backed By America's Best Warranty

10-Year/100,000-Mile

5-Year/Unlimited Miles

5-Year/60,000-Mile

Powertrain Protection

24-hr. Roadside Assistance Bumper-to-Bumper Coverage

• See dealer for LIMITED WARRANTY details. America's Best Warranty. "The Hyundai Advantage"
Students must arm themselves with information

The topic of one last column was the robbery I was a victim of at UF in August.

Although the incident has settled comfortably in my past, it’s still a story I enjoy telling to fellow students. Ultimately, it’s a story I like telling to college.

Making a personal connection to the issue of downloading music is important. We need to encourage those who choose to download music to realize that their actions have consequences. This involves not only understanding the legal implications of downloading, but also the ethical considerations of sharing music.

To stop the problem, more educational programs need to be implemented. This includes providing students with alternative options, such as legal music streaming services.

There are also musical programs that can be implemented to encourage students to support the music industry. These programs could include concerts on campus, where students can purchase tickets to see their favorite artists. This would not only benefit the artists, but also provide students with a fun and engaging way to support their favorite music.

With the right initiatives in place, we can encourage students to make informed choices. Together, we can create a culture that values supporting the music industry and respects the laws that govern it.
Central Florida Future
The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968
www.centralfloridafuture.com

Classifieds

HOW TO PLACE AN AD
Online: 24 hours
daily在校网站: www.CentralFloridaFuture.com/classifieds
By Phone: 407-824-1555
By Fax: 407-830-0107

SELECTION DEADLINES
Online: 9 a.m. day before publication
Phone, Fax, or in-person: 5 p.m. Fri., Mon., Wed. for issue
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. for Fri.

FLEA MARKETS

CLASSIFICATIONS

100 HELP WANTED:
904-752-0674

HELP WANTED:

100 HELP WANTED:

100 HELP WANTED:

100 HELP WANTED:

HOME CLEANING

Truck or SUV required $10 an hour

E-mail trishal@KnightNewspapers.com or
call 407-447-5555

Seminole Chronicle

Copying Editor

The Future is looking for an experienced copy editor for every Tuesday during the fall semester. The position is paid and applicants must pass an AP style test. For more information, e-mail editor@centralfloridafuture.com.

Central Florida Future
The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

Help Wanted

Page Private School looking for PT afternoon help. Must like children of all ages. 2pm-6:30pm availability required. Please apply at school location or e-mail school@pageschool.com.

www.pageschool.com
407-678-0333

Page Private School
Teach and train a new generation of the future

Isn’t it time for a conversation about your future?

The mask could be the opportunity to build your own financial services position. Visit www.cref.com for more information.

Northern National
Financial Services
The quiet company

Northwestern Mutual Financial Network

Thinking of your future? Think GEICO.

GEICO.com

Positions Available
Professional Sales Representative
Telephone Claims Representative
Insurance Development Path
Supervisor Leadership Program

APPLY ONLINE @ GEICO.COM

Consolidated in 1936

275 Apartments

Beautiful 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms in the heart of Orlando. All units fully furnished and equipped. Units with a/c, central heating, and washer/dryer. Parking and guest parking. All utilities included except phone. No Pets. Application fee $50.

Consolidated in 1936

Conveniently located near all shops, restaurants, and colleges. Rent now only $410 to $1000. All units fully furnished and equipped. Units with a/c, central heating, and washer/dryer. Parking and guest parking. All utilities included except phone. No Pets. Application fee $50.

Consolidated in 1936

Conveniently located near all shops, restaurants, and colleges. Rent now only $410 to $1000. All units fully furnished and equipped. Units with a/c, central heating, and washer/dryer. Parking and guest parking. All utilities included except phone. No Pets. Application fee $50.

Consolidated in 1936
Donate Plasma! Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including children, with serious illnesses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
**$10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)**

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.

www.dciplasma.com

---

Luxury Condo For Rent - 3Br 2B, $895 incl. cable, utilities incl. 407-451-5137

Luxary Condo For Rent - 3Br 2 Ba, $560/mo. Includes cable, utilities incl. 407-491-4607


Pet & need to move back home at UH & need to move back home at UH. Family needs to share 5/3 with 2 other roommates needed to share in 5/3 in East Elmhurst Village near UCF. 1st hour when checking out of the second bedroom, immediately, so I'm seeking to exchange for another 2 bedroom. I'm very clean and even the landlord states I'm the best tenant he's ever had. Please call 407-899-4719.

Pegasus Point - Roommate Wanted - 4 bedroom 4 bath. 1/1 in 4/4 at ORION. Seller is assisted w/ all fees.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100

**$10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)**

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.

www.dciplasma.com
The original
since 1966.

Vans.

This is the authentic.
This is the checkerboard slip-on.
This is the waffle-sole.
This is the chukka.
This is the sk8-hi.
This is the half-cab.

www.vans.com